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Plans for ‘maker space’
move forward

Practice
makes
perfect: band
students to
state
Peter Campbell

Administration meeting
with architect; basement to
be renovated

BY Jack Schweizer
EDITOR IN CHIEF

I

magine a place where
students working on an
art project can collaborate
with students building a robot for the Robotics Club;
a place where physics students can experiment, using
a 3D printer, laser cutter, or
computer numerical control (CNC) machine; a place
where clubs meet after school
for woodworking, programming, and designing.
Indeed, these are just
some examples of the numerous possibilities for
St. Louis U. High’s latest
building project, the maker
space—a multi-purpose creative workshop room which
is gradually moving from a
concept to reality as faculty
and administrators work out
the details in ongoing meetings with architects to determine the design.
At its most simplified
level, a maker space, according to math teacher Tracy Lyons, is exactly what it sounds
like: “a space where you
make things.” It is intended
to inspire creativity and collaboration among students
for building and tinkering
with different projects—both
curricular and extracurricular—by bringing together a
variety of tools and elements
from different subjects into
a shared space. Any class or
club—particularly science,
computer science, art, and
robotics—that incorporates
building or hands on activity could potentially use the
space.
You can expect to find
an assortment of materials
in the maker space for students to use, including metals, plastic, wood, fabric, and
possibly paint, along with
building machines like 3D
printers, a laser cutter, and a
CNC machine.
“The neatest thing about
the space is that you can
learn from each other and see
what other people are doing
and potentially join projects.
There’d be an atmosphere of

collaborative creation,” said
science teacher Mary Russo,
a member of the maker space
committee. “To synthesize
all of your learning together
is the most wonderful pushout we could have for you
guys, so maybe this space
would allow for this kind of
inquiry projects.”
The idea for the maker
space came out of the master facility plan for Imagining 18, the strategic planning
initiative created in 2013 to
explore the school’s future
developmental possibilities.
During that process, input
from the faculty suggested a
maker space could be useful
at SLUH. Each department
then met with an architect
over the course of a year, discussing the potential placement and design of the space.
Since then, as SLUH has continued to raise money for the
plans in Imagining 18, the
administration has been able
to move into more definitive
planning stages, according to
President David Laughlin.
SLUH views the maker
space as an important asset
for a future it believes will
be oriented around turning
ideas in the imagination into
reality, while using technology and other skills.
“In the context of today’s skill set and educational formation values, this appears to be rising. It appears
to be significant. It appears
to be something St. Louis U.
High needs to include because these are skills that are
becoming valued and these
are skills that some students
are going to need access to
in order to be prepared for
the next phase of their lives,”
said Assistant Principal for
Mission Jim Linhares.
The design plan has the
maker space located in the
basement, where the computer labs currently reside.
The technology classrooms,
along with many other
rooms in the basement, will
have to be shifted, reshaped,
resized, and moved around
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SIDEWALK CHALK: Students for Life club covers sidewalks with loving lifegiving messages. See article on page 2.

Martel takes leave of absence after
heart surgery, Kieras covering

BY Steven
CORE STAFF

ver the past couple
weeks, St. Louis U. High
has been missing one of its
many smiling faces as theology teacher Charlie Martel
has taken a leave of absence
after surgery to replace a
pacemaker.
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Martel’s surgery, which
happened last Monday, replaced his old pacemaker
with a new one. The surgery
was originally planned for
August, but Martel chose to
postpone it until after the
soccer season so he could be
there to coach for the whole
season without any major in-
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goals as a young and growing department. Page 4

terruptions. It took a couple
hours and went smoothly.
There weren’t any complications.
With several weeks of
rest and recuperation, Martel
has gotten a chance to read
many books that he has wanted to, but couldn’t because of
the school year.
“I have quite a bit of time
on my hands, so I have taken
the opportunity to catch up
on reading books that I have
always wanted to read,” said
Martel.
During his weeks off,
Martel has missed his senior
class most.
“I miss the conversations
that we have in class,” said
Martel. “I have received many
emails from the seniors and I
am very grateful for their kind
thoughts and their prayers.”
Because Martel will be
gone until exam week, former
SLUH teacher Tim Kieras, S.J.
is teaching his classes. After
Kieras left SLUH in 2015, he
went to Boston College to

handful of SLUH band
students traveled to Columbia, Mo. last Saturday to
try out for the All-State Jazz
Band and Concert Band. For
the Concert Band, sophomore Bryce Van Bree (flute)
and junior Justin Koesterer
(trumpet) received honorable mention. Senior Thomas
Curdt took third in the state
for the trombone.
For the Jazz Band, senior Joseph Hartung received second in the state
for trombone, junior Justin
Koesterer took fourth in the
state for trumpet, and first
alternate was senior Thomas
Curdt for trombone. Sophomore Christopher Hartung
was named as one of the top
five for guitarists in the State
Jazz Band.
The success reflected
positively on the SLUH band
program, but took a lot of
hard work and determination.
Band teacher Jeff Pottinger credits the success of
SLUH’s performance in the
qualifiers last Saturday to
three things: “Lessons, band
camps, and practice.”
“The kids that are making these All State bands are
taking lessons, and dedicating time outside of school to
practice their instruments,”
said Pottinger.
The SLUH band program tries to provide lessons
to all of its students, which allows them to get help outside
of class. Along with lessons
provided at SLUH, there are
also numerous band camps
around the St. Louis area.
“I was really motivated
to practice more, listen to
more jazz, and dedicate a lot
more time to overall practicing,” Koesterer said, describing his practice routine
leading up to the tryouts.
Koesterer took time to go
through each sheet of music at least twice, and played
along with jazz tracks. This
dedicated practice took away
from time after school, but
was rewarded in the long
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Pro-life chalk covers the U-High sidewalk

A message left by Students for Life Club.
BY Luke
STAFF

Wilmes

T

heir
frigid
fingers
scraped and bleeding,
a group of about 15 SLUH
students from the Students
for Life Club crouched up
and down the sidewalk that
runs alongside SLUH’s circle
drive from 5:45 to 7 a.m.
on Wednesday, creating
beautiful chalk murals that
stretched from the parking
lot to the steps to brighten
the cold walk to school.
The students drew positive, life-affirming messages
on the sidewalk with chalk.
Some of these messages included: “Your mom chose
life, so should you,” “We are
the Pro-Life Generation,” and
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“A human fetus is a human
being, not a bundle of cells.”
“We wanted to get the
good word out about Students for Life and send all
positive and life-promoting
messages,” said senior and
vice president of the SLUH
Students for Life Allen Shorey.
“When we frame conversation about such delicate
topics, we should be extending a bridge to somebody, not
putting an obstacle in their
path,” said club moderator
David Callon.
Not all of the messages
were just words, however.
Along the sidewalk immediately up from the Drury Plaza, the club drew 300 hearts

to symbolize the over 3000
abortions that occur in the
United States every day.
“The whole heart thing
about the 3,000 abortions
was really cool to see,” said
senior Nick Parisi.
Other images included
a baby in the womb accompanied with a message referencing Jeremiah 1:5 (“Before
I formed you in the womb, I
knew you”); a giant rose symbolizing the Pro-Life movement; and a Jr. Billiken saying
“Jr. Bills for Life.”
The sidewalk chalk project was the brainchild of Students for Life Club president
junior Reed Milnor.
“We got the idea from
Students for Life of America,
which is a national organization,” said Milnor. “They do
it twice a year, but not in the
winter, so we decided to do
ours now.”
The chalking event was a
first for the Students for Life
Club.
“As a club, we typically
only reach out to people
that come to our meetings,
but this was the first time
that we’ve reached out to the
whole school community,”
said Shorey.
The goal of the event was
not to anger or trigger anyone, but to spread love and
positivity to students as they

walked into school.
“We want to encourage discussion,” said
Shorey. “It’s not about being
for or against us. It’s more
about challenging what you
believe and getting you to
think about it (abortion) in a
new way.”
“Everything was positive,” said senior Joe Lux.
“Nothing was mean or inflammatory.”
“It was very cool message to see, especially after all
the quotes that were put up
all around school that were
very detrimental,” said senior
Nick Parisi.
Students reported positive reactions to the project.
“I got here and didn’t
know it was a late start, so
I was like ‘gosh darn it,’ but
then I saw the messages and
it cheered me up,” said Parisi.
“When I saw the messages on the sidewalk, I felt
pride for my school,” said
freshman Carter Fortman.
“I come from a public school
where we tried to stay away
from Pro-Life issues. Seeing
those messages solidified me
and made me proud to be a
Jr. Bill.”
The Students for Life
Club meets every Wednesday
during activity period.

STUCO’s 12 Days of Christmas to benefit
Children’s Miracle Network
BY Handley
REPORTER

Hicks

S

TUCO started their new
12 Days of Christmas
event this past Tuesday to
benefit the Children’s Miracle
Network in St. Louis.
The event mainly consists
of small fundraisers during
lunch and activity period. All
of the money raised during
these events will go towards
Children’s Miracle Network.
The idea for the event
came from STUCO moderator Kate Toussaint, who
thought it would be nice to
raise money for a reputable
charity in St. Louis while
spreading Christmas cheer

around SLUH.
The Children’s Miracle
Network is a charity that raises money for children’s hospitals around the country. The
money raised through STUCO’s events will go directly to
hospitals in the St. Louis area.
Similar events have taken place in years past. Zach
Brock,’17, along with the
help of the National Honor
Society, raised money for the
Children’s Miracle Network
with teacher karaoke.
STUCO has playing
movies during lunch, starting with the showing of Home
Alone, to raise Christmas
spirit.

Most of the events during activity period will raise
money for the Network. Next
Tuesday, Dec. 12, 600 sugar
cookies will be ordered for
students to decorate and consume during lunch. Wednesday during lunch, students
can play pin the nose on
Rudolph. Thursday during
activity period, there will be
a blindfolded gift-wrapping
competition with judges.
To complete the week,
STUCO will work with NHS
for teacher karaoke. Every day
next week, raffle tickets will
be available for $1. Anyone
who purchases a ticket will be
put in a drawing for a week’s

worth of lunches from the cafeteria, as well as other items,
such as gift cards to various
restaurants.
“It’s a way to have fun and
celebrate Christmas, to relieve
stress before exams and also
raise money for a great cause,”
said Toussaint.
“I think it’s absolutely
awesome,” said STUCO president Jack McGrail. “It’s a really great way to boost some
Christmas spirit. It’s really not
a hard event to plan on STUCO’s part and it will relieve
some stress before exams. So
it’s a win-win on both sides.”

President’s Ambassadors host Loyola Christmas party
BY Pierce
REPORTER

Hastings

S

t. Louis U. High hosted the
annual Loyola Christmas
party last Saturday, continuing the long tradition of fellowship between Loyola and
SLUH.
The party, put on by the
President’s
Ambassadors,
started with a prayer service
in the chapel. Then breakfast
was served, followed by a
tournament of games in the
gym.
“We have breakfast first,
then we have our game stations, which consist of anything from hula hoops to
knockout to musical chairs,”
said Assistant to the President
Kim Walsh, the organizer of
the party. “This year we had
a candy cane game and a
Christmas tree where you
stack cans. But it was just so

Loyala students playing musical chairs

much fun, the kids loved it.”
From there, the Loyola
and SLUH students headed
to the rec room for friendly
games of ping-pong and pool,
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a new addition to the itinerary
for the day.
“We incorporated free
time in the rec room and the
kids loved it, so we are going

to do that from now on. This
was our first year for doing
that,” said Walsh.
The day wrapped up with
lunch, but not before Loyola
and SLUH competed in the
annual, highly competitive lip
sync competition. Students
from each school prepared
a choreographed dance to
be performed in the theater,
which was then evaluated by
a panel of judges.
“I thought they were
both very, very funny. I really enjoyed the Loyola kid’s
performance. The SLUH guys
did a good job as well, but
I thought the judging was a
little bit rigged,” said senior
Matt Leritz.
SLUH won the competition for the second year in a
row, though junior Gabe Lepak decided to share the trophy
with Loyola.
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IBL searches for next wolf
of Wall Street through
virtual stock game
BY Stephen Ocampo
CORE STAFF

G

mail,
Canvas,
and
SparkNotes are some of
St. Louis U. High students’
most frequently visited web
sites, but—because of the Ignatian Business Leaders’ contest—Wall Street Survivor has
climbed to the top in an effort
to find SLUH’s next wolf of
Wall Street.
At the end of November,
IBL had set up a contest for all
its members and any interested
students to join a league in
Wall Street Survivor, an online
stock market simulator where
members can buy and sell
real stocks based on their real
life prices. All of the students
start off with $50,000 and try
to work their way up. The top
three students with the most
money at the end of the contest
win money prizes—ten dollars
for third, 15 for second, and 20
for first place.
“Most adults don’t think
about this at all, but most
adults didn’t have the opportunity to participate in these
types of simulators because
the technology just didn’t exist.
Now it is easy and free. You can
basically be a daytrader for all
intents and purposes, and you
couldn’t do that without real
money in the past,” said economics teacher and IBL moderator Kevin Foy. “Other than
the fact that the money is fake,
the rest of it is quite real.”
“I like how it’s the closest
thing to real life investing,” said
senior Henry Matus.
The idea came from junior
leaders Will Berg and Jameson
Fitzgerald, who wanted a fun
way for people, members and
nonmembers alike, to learn
more about the stock market.
“We wanted to reboot
(IBL) and get everyone involved in IBL since it’s been
falling off this past few years,
so we wanted something concrete like a game for people to
interact with and a competition that everyone can do together,” said Fitzgerald.
“We really wanted to get it
going this year and get it super
serious,” said Matus.
The contest has swept
through the school, attracting
many students who were not
originally in the club.
“I just play the game because it’s really fun,” said senior
Nico Schmelter. “I’m not even
in the club.”
“I was really appealed by
the fact that it’s real stocks, and
it proved to be really fun,” said
senior Jack Steffel.
In an effort to win, contestants have been enacting a
variety of strategies.
“I invest in a bunch of
bank stocks and shorting
Leritz knew several of
the students from SLUH’s
summer basketball camp, but
enjoyed the opportunity to
get to know more of them.
“Just
from
playing
around with them for three
or four hours, I thought that
I became fairly close with a
couple of them. I got to know
them pretty well and know a
little bit about them,” said Leritz. “I think it does a really

stocks that I think are going
down so I profit off of their
failure,” said Matus.
“I buy and sell bitcoin indexes on the stock exchange
because it’s so volatile. I try to
buy it when it’s down and sell
it when it’s high,” said senior
Drew Kirchoff. “And I’ve succeeded in that, but since it’s extremely volatile, I could easily
be in last place.”
Amidst the contest, many
students have been learning real-life applications and lessons.
“I thought the whole
game was about winning the
$20, but in reality, it helps us
learn about the stock exchange
and how stocks move. It’s a
learning experience,” said Kirchoff.
“I want to study finance
and entrepreneurship, and I
think this is great first hand experience for people, especially
those without prior experience,” said Matus.
Despite some of these
strategies, some of the players’
success can be attributed to
luck.
“The best was when (senior) Gavin Gassner invested
a whole bunch of money in
American Lumber, which went
up 40 percent in one day, making him get first place,” said
Kirchoff.
“The shorter the game,
the less likely sound research
will correlate to performance.
You need volatility in order for
price levels to move,” said Foy.
“But there’s also people on Wall
Street that are just lucky too.”
However, the biggest lesson learned from the game to
students is that the stock market is a lot more complex than
previously thought.
“One thing I learned is
that you do not know graphs.
If you buy and sell stocks just
based on the graphs, it’s not
going to go as planned,” said
Kirchoff.
“Stocks can fluctuate a
ton, and they’re super fickle,”
said Matus.
“A bunch of people are
going to realize that they don’t
actually know anything,” said
Foy.
In the future, IBL hopes
to integrate other games and
activities such as these in order
to get students to think about
their futures in business.
“My hope is that students
will play this game, play the
next version of it next semester, and think more about what
they want to learn, but my
thought is that IBL best serves
St. Louis U. High when it becomes whatever students want
it to become,” said Foy.

good job of building a relationship.”
“Some of the kids that I
see at the Loyola Christmas
party then I see three years
later who are freshmen here,”
said Walsh. “Some of the Ambassadors that I’ve worked
with in the past went to the
party as a Loyola student, so
it kind of comes full circle. It’s
really neat.”
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Navarro’s journey from non-Catholic background to Catholic theology teacher
Features Editor Nathan
Wild sat down with theology
teacher Mr. Diego Navarro
to talk about growing up in
a non-Catholic household
and how he became Catholic.
Nathan Wild: To what
extent were you opened to
the idea of religion when you
were young?
Can you recall any times
being introduced into Catholicism?
Diego Navarro: Even
though my parents were no
longer Catholic—my dad
was an atheist and my mom
an agnostic—they sent me to
Catholic schools. Their explanation was that they liked
the education, the moral
training, and that they had
gone to Catholic schools and
they had come out okay. So
I went to a Catholic grade
school but did not receive
First Communion with the
rest of my second grade class.
Both sides of my extended family are Catholic. So
when visiting my dad’s side
in Spain on summer breaks,
my dad’s aunt would bribe
the kids into going to church
with her on Sundays. She offered us candy or to go out to
eat churros afterwards, and
so a lot of us would.
Then, a few years later in the fourth grade, my
cousin had just received his
First Communion and he
got this awesome Swiss army

knife as a gift. My aunt asked
me, “Diego, do you want to
receive your First Communion?” I was in the fourth
grade and my peers had already done it, so I felt like
I had missed out in school,
and I also really wanted the
knife, so I said yes.
There wasn’t a whole
lot of communication to my
parents about it. My dad was
returning to the US for work
and I was staying longer
with my grandparents, and
my First Communion was
going to be after he had left.
He only found out a couple
of days before departing. We
went on a long walk to talk
about it—he wanted to make
sure I was doing it for a good
reason. He told me that it
was a big decision and that
if I went through with it, I
would have to go to church
every Sunday with my American grandparents when I
returned to the U.S. I really
wanted the knife, so I said I
still wanted to do it. (My parents) were open enough to
let me make my own choices
around that part of my life
even at a young age.
NW: How would you
say that your childhood
compared to that of a religious one? Did you follow
any traditions or celebrate
the religious seasons like
Christmas?
DN: We celebrated
Christmas and stuff like that

but we never went to church.
Family time and family traditions were important to us
as they are to any family. For
example, we had very specific Spanish family Christmas
traditions that we observed
every year, and those include
singing religious songs.
What’s important to
understand is that Spain is
a very culturally Catholic
place, so a lot of folks may
not be Catholic anymore,
but the Catholic traditions
are still observed. There was
a song we sang at Christmas
Eve where you are basically
asking your parents for money. The Virgin Mary is part
of the song, who my parents
didn’t believe in, but they
still taught us the song and
had us sing it—not because
of the religious content, but
because it is a beautiful tradition.
NW: Can you recall
moments in your past that
had pushed you to start
having a faith, more specifically, Catholic beliefs?
DN: There were a number of moments for me. My
faith didn’t mean a whole lot
to me at different phases in
my life. When I was a freshman in college, I wasn’t going to church and at some
point that January, I felt like
something was missing, so I
decided to go to church on
a Tuesday night. It was in a
big living room with the fire-

place going. It was basically
a home Mass. There was a
lot of in laughter, warmth,
and conversations in the
the room. Then the liturgy
started, and after the gospel,
a question was posed instead
of a homily. It was a fill in the
blank that I still remember:
“Love is like a fire because…”
Then, folks were invited
to fill in the blank. I was
shocked that people were
sharing vulnerable things.
They were being honest and
I was just amazed by the
kinds of thing people said.
Needless to say, I got hooked.
Then I went on a retreat that
is similar to Kairos in some
ways and that’s what got me
involved in the Church as an
adult on a more serious level.
NW: What was the reaction when you had expressed
to your family members your
choice about going into the
faith life, especially the seminary?
DN: When I went to the
seminary, it wasn’t because I
knew I wanted to be a priest,
but I had thought about it
off and on and I wanted to
take a year to spend time
with it and discern. I am really glad I did. It was a such
great year and I got to take
some phenomenal philosophy courses. My parents
initially took it pretty hard,
though. They were nervous
because the way they envisioned my future was one

where I got married and
had kids. And they were
concerned that I would go
down a direction that would
make it difficult to talk to
them or be in relationship
with them. That wasn’t actually the case, but that was
the fear. I am really glad
we talked through it, but it
was a difficult conversation.
NW: What in the seminary had led you to choose
the vocation of a teacher and
not a priest?
DN: Well, when I left
the seminary I didn’t know
that I would end up teaching.
At the end of the year I was
still uncertain as to whether I should continue, and I
went on a retreat led by a Jesuit named Fr. Kevin Burke.
It was an eight-day Ignatian
silent retreat with talks and
time for prayer. Near the end
of the retreat, he was talking about vocation, and he
said there is no such thing
as a vocation without “a people”—because vocations are
not self-serving. The question he put to us was, “Who
are your people?”
And when I thought
about myself and my reasons
for thinking about priesthood, it didn’t really involve
others. It helped me realize
that there were some significant parts of my life that I
had not figured out yet and
that I needed time to discern
my motivations: was it sim-

ply the idea of being a priest
that was appealing to me or
was it really based in some
love for others beyond myself? That’s what led me to
take a break and sort through
some of these things. And
ultimately when I thought
more of the question, “who
are your people?”, I thought
more about getting married.
So I decided to leave even
though it was a hugely awesome year of my life.
NW: How does your
past and the circumstances
with how you were raised
impact your relation with
students?
DN: I would say that I
certainly have had some serious periods of real struggle and questions and have
found a lot of meaning in
sticking in there in the midst
of it. I do think that influences the way I teach, just
recognizing that everyone
has to go through their own
process in coming to terms
with life and faith, and that
everyone wants folks to accompany them. None of
us have our whole lives put
together or have all of our
questions answered. And
like so many others, I try to
help students find a way to
move forward amidst all the
things life sometimes throws
their way.

On the prowl: students and faculty enjoy hunting season
BY Matthew Quinlan
CORE STAFF

S

ince the Paleolithic Era, humans have survived on resources available to them in the
natural world, but what began
in this era as a method of harvesting meat from a range of
animals, has been handed down
through the millennia and has
become a tradition to many.
This tradition, of course, is
hunting. From deer, to turkey,
to dove, to squirrel, to duck,
humans have been hunting for
years to obtain meat, bond with
family and friends, and unite
with nature.
For many, hunting is a tradition that has been introduced
to and passed on by their fathers,
and often started at a relatively
young age.
“I have been around hunting since I was born essentially,”
said senior Nick Parisi. “What
happened was my dad got into
it through my mom when they
started dating and got married,
because my mom’s parents have
a place down in Cuba, Missouri.
So we’d go down to the farm to
goof off on the weekends, and
my dad would wake up early, go
hunting, and if I woke up early
enough I might hear a gunshot
and ask, ‘Oh, did he get something?’”
Though some may have
been born into hunting, others
got involved with it a little later
in life.
“It was probably around
when I was eight,” said senior
John Appelbaum. “My dad never
grew up hunting, my dad before
this was never a hunter, and my
older brother got his deer hunting license with one of his other

friends, so he got my dad to do it,
and one of my dad’s friends from
work was an avid hunter so he
invited him, and then my dad fell
in love with it. Then he invited
me and I ended up loving it.”
“I was introduced to hunting with my father. I started off

Senior Parisi with a buck.

squirrel hunting between 10 and
11,” said Director of Facilities Joe
Rankin. “Then went from there
to rabbit hunting . . . then that got
me interested in deer hunting,
and I went deer hunting for my
first time up in Wyoming probably when I was about 12 or 13.”
Some hunters go mostly
after deer, turkey, and other animals common to the area they
are in, while others go out on bigger and more unique hunts for
animals such as elk and moose.
“I hunt pretty much every-

thing that I can with the time I
have such as deer, turkey, duck,
geese, and doves,” said senior
Michael Llewellyn. “If I had the
opportunity I would love to go
up north and hunt larger species
such as elk, moose, and bear.”
A lot of hunting can consist
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of sitting and waiting for the prey
to appear, which may sound easy
but can prove to be quite difficult, though often these times
of silence can lead to wonderful
occurences such as once-in-alifetime sights.
“I was deer hunting, and it
was super cold, like it was snowing and there was a ton of snow
on the ground and in the blind,
cause the roof was coming off
the blind,” said Parisi. “But aside
from freezing our butts off, a
snowy forest is absolutely beauti-

ful, and there’s something about
there not just being snow on the
ground, but there’s snow coming
down on you as well. So, we were
sitting and all of a sudden a flock
of almost 30 turkeys just walking
in a line straight down this field,
and it was just absolutely awesome.”
Others have had great experiences with their friends and
family through hunting, feeding
on the atmosphere and the community.
“I was with a friend of mine,
we were hunting (ducks) on the
Lake of the Ozarks, his father
had also gone with us and it was
probably about ten degrees outside,” said Rankin. “And his dad
had to go back to the cabin and
we were hunting a point on the
lake and his dad took the boat
back to the house and came back
hours later, but in the meantime
we probably had about ten ducks
on the water. But while we were
waiting there were two or three
eagles flying above us and they
spotted our ducks on the water
and they picked one or two of
them up, and we were just enjoying the whole moment there.”
“The coolest experience I
have ever had while hunting was
probably my first rifle kill,” said
Llewellyn, “It was an amazing
experience because I got to share
it with my father, who was sitting
in the blind with me the night I
killed my first deer, and he got to
be with me in one of my proudest moments as a hunter.”
Hunting also provides a
kind of escape from the hustle
and bustle of the world, with all
of its stresses, anxieties, and technology.
“I really just enjoy getting

out and seeing the country,” said
Rankin. “Having a little bit of
solitude and being one with nature, which is good for the mind
and spirit.”
Even with hunting, there
can often be the problem of
whether a certain hunting practice is ethical, and what the motivation of the hunter is, whether
it is to kill the animal for the
purpose of gaining food, or if it
is simply for sport.
“If you’re hunting and you
don’t use the meat for food, that’s
just immoral,” said Appelbaum.
“We were given animals on this
earth by God for us to be nourished by them, so if you don’t eat
the food, then I think that’s just a
waste and you shouldn’t be killing that animal.”
The hunting experience
also has the ability to reach to all
kinds of different people, and can
be significant to every person in

its own unique way.
“It’s a family thing at this
point,” said Parisi. “It’s a way for
me to spend time with my dad,
which I’m certainly appreciative
of at this point with college coming up, and it’s really cool cause
I don’t see my parents on the
weekends a lot, so getting to go
sit in a tree stand with my dad for
a whole day is something that’s
really cool.”
“It’s almost a way of life,”
said Appelbaum. “Something
you dedicate time to, something
you focus on, and something
you can keep moving through
life with, I can’t really describe it.
It’s something I can fall back on,
cause if something happens, you
always have hunting to fall back
on.”
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Senior Appelbaum with a turkey.
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The maker space movement coming to SLUH;
administrators working through issues
(continued from page 1)

to accommodate the maker
space. The final layout has
not been developed or approved, but an architect is
working closely with the administration.
Although
Laughlin
hopes the physical renovations will begin in the summer, nothing is certain because there are still many
unanswered questions, both
about the maker space itself
and the building process.
“Because you’re talking about renovation, there’s
a lot of moving parts. So,
what does that mean? Well,
we have summer school. The
place doesn’t go quiet in the
summer. We use those spaces
so we need a contingency
plan,” said Laughlin. “Then,
as you pointed out, we’re already using that space for
something, so how do we relocate it, so we need a more
permanent plan for that. And
then it’s how long would this
project take, and if it can’t
be done over the course of
the summer, what does that
mean about running a regular school year—all of those
are things that are very legitimate questions, and they’re
ones that we have our head

around and we’re dealing
with, but we don’t yet quite
have the answers, so I would
love to see us start on it in the
summer, but I think we’ll do
it right as opposed to pick a
time.”
Schools and companies
around the country, including in our local region, have
built maker spaces in a movement focused on design,
according to math teacher
Dan See, who has visited
commercial businesses and
different schools—including
MICDS and Crossroads—to
observe how maker spaces
function. He was one of several teachers who fanned out
across St. Louis to learn more
about maker spaces.
“There’s a whole maker
space movement where they
have commercial maker
spaces. I’ve been to some of
those. They tend to have design areas, areas where you
can cut, fracture, bend, weld,
produce, but overarching this
whole thing is the idea of design—design and creation,”
said See. “STEM, STEAM,
all that fits under design, and
that’s really an important idea
from the maker movement.
The maker movement is not
about STEM or STEAM, it’s

about design. Those other
ideas fit underneath the idea
of design.”
Teachers and club moderators envision using the
maker space in different
ways, with some imagining it as a space to take their
classes.
Russo, an AP Chemistry teacher, sees a scenario
where she uses the space and
machines for labs or experiments.
“The first thing that I
am looking to is 3D printing chemical molecules, so
students would be able to see
the geometry of what they
looked like and could maybe
even have their own set to
keep at home,” said Russo.
Lyons, who is also the
moderator of the Robotics
Club, says the space could
change the way people interact with the Robotics Club.
“While anyone is welcome to
come to the robotics room,”
says Lyons, “the current location of the room in the
basement is isolated. The
maker space, where the robotics club would tinker and
test out their robots, could
change that.”
“I like the idea of more
communal space. I don’t

Chess falls to Belleville East;
season to 1-1
BY Paul
STAFF

T
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Gillam

ravelling to the corncovered state of Illinois
this past Wednesday, the St.
Louis U. High chess team
went up against Belleville East
for their second chess match
of the season. SLUH lost the
match 19-11, winning boards
two, five, and six, and losing
boards one, three, and four.
SLUH’s record is now 1-1.
Sophomore
Thomas
Reilly played board one, juniors John Marx and Paul
Gillam played boards two
and three respectively, senior
Will Schmitt played board
four, sophomore Garrett Seal
played board five and junior
Ben Kleffner played board six.
Last year, SLUH lost
nearly every board to Belleville East, so the team saw
the match as an improvement.
“It certainly was a solid
performance. It was a good
match against a strong team
and a strong program. I
thought we held our own
well,” said chess coach Rich
“Chesswein” Esswein.
In recent years, Belleville
East has had one of the strongest teams in the state, and
last year their team won the
state championship.
Reilly’s game on board
one was his board one debut.
He kept the game close until
the very end, when his opponent had a series of good
moves to turn the tide.
“It was different than
what I was used to. There was
definitely a lot more pressure
on me. It was a good learning experience and I was glad
that I played the board,” said
Reilly.

On board two, Marx
played very well. He played
the Sicilian defense, an opening in which white sacrifices
material for a strong attack on
the queen side of the board,
in response to his opponent’s
pushing the king pawn forward to open the game. They
traded off pieces until the end
of the game when Marx was
able to capture his opponent’s
knight and gain a strong material advantage. The game
lasted nearly two hours, the
longest of the day, and ended
with his opponent running
out of time.
Gillam on board three
had the advantage through
the beginning of the game until, towards the middle of the
game, he made some not so
good moves and the allowed
his opponent to fork two of
his rooks with a knight. A
fork is where one piece attacks
two or more other pieces with
the same move. From there,
the Belleville East player capitalized on his three passed
pawns to win the game with
a snazzy checkmate involving
a knight, a promoted queen,
and a pawn.
Schmidt at board four
began his game playing aggressively, which worked out
well for him as he was able to
gain a quick positional advantage. But towards the middle
of the game, Schmidt started
to play less aggressively and
the game evened out. They
traded off pieces until each
had a rook, several pawns,
and their kings. Schmidt’s opponent was able to swing his
rook down the fifth rank and
tangle up Schmidt’s king and
rook on the back two rows, al-

lowing for the easy promotion
of a pawn into a queen for the
checkmate.
Seal on board five opened
his game very strongly gaining a quick advantage. He
hung (allowing for a piece to
be taken without any consequence) a knight in the middle of the game, but quickly
made up for it by sacrificing
a bishop to capture his opponent’s queen. After capturing the queen, Seal captured a
knight when he pinned (when
a piece is being attacked but
it cannot move without exposing an stronger piece to
danger) it to his opponent’s
king. His opponent resigned
in frustration after the quick
downhill turn. The game lasted only 15 minutes.
Kleffner beat his opponent easily. The beginning of
the game stayed fairly even
until Kleffner captured one
of his opponent’s unprotected
pieces and in response his
opponent checked Kleffner’s
king and forked two other
pieces, but Kleffner escaped
the situation by blocking with
his queen and forcing a queen
trade. From there, they traded
off pieces until Kleffner won
with a checkmate. Unfortunately, since only boards one
through five have point values, Kleffner’s win did not add
any points to SLUH’s score.
“I am liking the team a
lot this year. I felt that us going to Belleville East this week
and putting on a strong showing showed a lot about the
program. We had a lot of positives come out of (Wednesday),” said Esswein.

know how many other students are going to want to use
that, whether they’re working on some sort of project
on their own or in a science
class or something, but I like
the idea of ‘sharing’ those
things more than we do now.”
See, a computer science
teacher, thinks he would
bring his classes to the maker
space to test out programmable electronics.
The people who use the
maker space are not limited
to clubs and classes. Anyone
who’s interested in working
with their hands and building things would be welcome
to the space.
Linhares, who recently
toured the maker space at
Bellarmine Prep, a Jesuit
high school in San Jose, Calif., said he saw one student
use a 3D printer to make a
mask of Darth Vader. While
seemingly silly and merely
fun, Linhares noticed the
amount of work and design
that went into creating the
mask.
“So I was thinking, okay,
we’re printing a Darth Vader
head, what’s the deal? Are we
just using a printer to print a
Darth Vader head?” said Linhares, chuckling. “Well what

I think the guy down there
helped me to see was, well
yes in this case we’re printing
a Darth Vader head but the
learning that had to go into
him designing that and putting that into CAD program
and figuring out how to make
it look pretty compelling was
really a good challenge for
him. The skills that a person
is building in getting to that
end product, the process is
the product.”
But besides the benefits,
there are still many unresolved issues. How the space
will be managed during the
day, how students will be accommodated, and what the
space will do to the structure
of the basement are questions
administrators continue to
grapple with and work out
before construction can start.
“It’s territory to be covered. I feel pretty confident
that we’re going to cover
that territory and we’re going to do it in a responsible
way,” said Linhares. He added, “We’ve got a lot of smart
people and we got some good
leadership and we have some
resources so I feel confident
that we’re going to sweat
those details.”

Pottinger
credits
stateshowing
to practice,
lessons, and
band camps
(continued from page 1)
run.

Anxiety was also common factor among the students across the state trying
out.
“I took a couple of deep
breaths and played like I
practiced,” said Koesterer.
As the concert approaches, the students who
have qualified for the band
begin to put even more time
into practicing and learning
the music. Leading up to the
concert, the band members
will meet for a couple of days
to practice as a group, and
then perform.
The SLUH band students who qualified are filled
with anticipation.
“I’ve heard that state is
really cool, so I am excited,”
said Koesterer.
The concert will take
place on Jan. 27 at the TanTar-A resort in the Lake of
the Ozarks.

New banners in plaza for bicentennial

The banners displaying 1818 in front of the Drury Plaza.
BY Tom Sommers
REPORTER

E

ight large blue signs appeared earlier this week
on the entrance to the soccer
stadium at the Drury Plaza, a
new feature to SLUH’s bicentennial celebration.
Honoring the 200th year
of SLUH involves lots of different kinds of media, and a
large part of the celebration is
the signage. Director of Communications Ben DuMont

is major part of bicentennial
planning, and looks for new
opportunities for new signage. With signs already on
the football scoreboard, and
plans for decorating the Field
House, DuMont turned his
attention toward the Drury
Plaza.
“If you came here as a
visitor,” says DuMont, “you’re
not really sure that it’s our
bicentennial, so we thought
‘why don’t we do something

The banners displaying 2018 in front of the Drury Plaza.
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in front of Drury Plaza?’ That
way even if you aren’t going to
a soccer game and just walking by, you’ll still see it. … The
primary motivator was visibility.”
The decorations are a
new form of signage, concrete
adhesive. “It’s far more economical than your standard
poles with banners … they
don’t blow down,” said DuMont.
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Senior Thomas Curdt plays in St. Louis Youth
Symphony Orchestra
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BY Nathan P. Wild
FEATURES EDITOR

II

S

enior Thomas Curdt
earned a spot over the
summer on the Saint Louis
Youth Symphony Orchestra
in its 48th season of production as a trombonist. The
orchestra, which consists of
nearly 100 young musicians,
is run at Powell Hall through
the Symphony and directed
by Gemma New, who is also
the resident conductor for the
Symphony.
After not being accepted
last year, Curdt participated
in another blind audition this
year, with a trombone specialist judging from behind a
curtain to ensure he would be
evaluated on his performance
alone.
“It was a nerve-wracking
experience. You can’t see the
facial expressions, which really added to the intensity of
the whole thing. This year I
was fortunate enough to make
it,” said Curdt.
Curdt had always wanted
to be a part of the orchestra,
not only for the prestige but
to become better through the
weekly practices with professionals.
“We get classes from

Louis U. High.
The Youth Symphony
showcases the talents of more
than 40 schools in the bi-state
region through three concert
sessions, the first of which was
in November.
“It is an amazing program. It is honestly the best
ensemble I have ever been
a part of,” said Curdt. “We
played Dvorak 8, Polovtsian
dances, and a more contemporary piece by Anna Klein
called “Abstractions” at our
last concert and it was just
beautiful. Everything we do is
just so powerful.”
Because the orchestra
consists of some of the best
musicians in St. Louis, Curdt
has grown as a musician.
“The nerves are just common,” said Curdt. “I had to
work through them and it’s
really great to be where I am.
I am really glad I tried out
again and am sure this is an
experience I will not regret. It
has already made me a better
musician and I hope others
photo | Joe Hillmeyer
Thomas Curdt with his trombone.
can share in this experience in
symphony players and guest Curdt. “When I am up there the future.”
conductors. It’s just some of I know I am playing with the
the best music being made best of the best so it feels good
in the state and so I am re- to be a part of that.”
ally proud to be a part of it
Curdt is the only student
and representing SLUH,” said this year representing Saint

Weak with Greek: Senior Greek class features
long standing tradition and field trip
BY John Burke
REPORTER

A

t around noon on a
warm fall day in October, 11 St. Louis U. High
seniors gathered around a
rectangular table inside the
dark Olympia Kebob House
and Taverna. Each tentatively
dipped a warm piece of fresh
pita bread into the traditional
Tzatziki sauce and placed it in
their mouths. Various reactions ensued: some shudders,
some shrugs, some smiles,
and some stoically calm faces.
These 11 seniors were in
the midst of the annual Greek
class field trip, a day trip to
various areas around the St.
Louis area that demonstrate
Classical Greek influence in
modern life. When then-Latin
teacher Mary Lee McConaghy
revived the Greek class in
1991 after an over 30-year hiatus, she also created the field
trip.
The trip, which has often
paired up with history teacher
Tim O’Neil’s AP Modern European history class, began
with a journey to the corner
of Kingshighway and Washington, dubbed “Temple Corner” due to the strong Greco
architectural influences on the
buildings. This year, O’Neil
gave a presentation on the
many different types of Classical architecture present, comparing column types, doors,
roofs, and even the inscriptions on the buildings.
Following the visit to the
buildings, the class moved
on to Saint Louis University’s
Vatican Library, where they
viewed manuscripts from
the Middle Ages and before.
A highlight of the trip was
when two staff members at
the library gave an in depth
presentation on how medi-
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A group of students in front of a statue of Heracleus on the Greek field trip.

eval scribes copied books and
how the first printing presses
would have operated.
“It was fascinating to
see the process used to create
books in the Middle Ages,”
said senior Matt Dorsey.
Next, the group headed
to the Main Public Library
downtown to view more classical architecture and classical
literature, although, this time
combined in one building.
Following the visit to the
library, the trip then swung
past the St. Louis Art Museum, where the class viewed
ancient art and took a picture
in front of a statue of Heracles
conquering a trial, located behind the museum.
The trip finally ended at
the Olympia, where the boys
indulged in traditional Greek
appetizers and dishes before
heading back to SLUH for
their last period class.
In short, the trip was a
wild journey from start to

finish, with interesting educational opportunities that simply cannot be mimicked in the
classroom.
“We were able to see the
Greek influences in St. Louis
architecture, which really
showed how important it is
to study Greek,” said Dorsey.
“The Greeks weren’t ephemeral (coming from the Greek,
of course). Their influence is
still felt today. The whole trip
was simply άριστα.”
“It really is a wonderful
combination of experiences
that touches on so many aspects of Greek,” said McConaghy.
In 1990, a student approached McConaghy about
teaching a Greek class to
seniors. Excited about the
opportunity,
McConaghy
presented the idea to the administration, who approved
the class for the 1991-1992
academic year.
The first Greek class

consisted of seven students,
but was much the same as
it is now. They still went on
the field trip (although McConaghy drove the school
van—they didn’t get the fancy
school bus that is now an integral part of the trip), and they
learned Greek derivatives,
vocab, and ancient Greek expressions to describe modern day experiences. And of
course, they still learned how
to greet a fellow Greek student
in the hall: with a simple “Logos,” meaning “Word.”
In short, the senior Greek
class has become a longstanding tradition at St. Louis
U. High. If any underclassman
has any sort of desire to learn
more about an ancient culture
that has surely not died out,
Greek is a very apropos choice
for them.
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for Martel during
absence
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study theology full time for
two years. This year, he has returned to St. Louis University
to study theology part time
and participate in a variety of
things while he is in between
studies.
Even though Kieras is familiar with the subject matter
involved in senior theology,
there are a few challenges.
“It’s a challenge to step in
at this point of the semester,”
said Kieras. “You normally
get to know students over the
course of time as well as the
classroom dynamic, so it’s a
little difficult now, but it’s going well so far.”

So far the students in Kieras’ class have enjoyed him
and appreciated the effort he
has put in to make the transition seamless.
”I think Mr. Kieras has
done an amazing job so far,”
said senior Andrew Lally. “It
must have been hard to come
in and pick up in the middle
of a lesson, but he seemed to
do it with ease.”
“Though Mr. Keiras goes
about class in a different way
from Mr. Martel, his sarcastic humor and willingness to
let us express our opinions
has kept the spirit of the class
alive,” said senior James Storgion.

Fine Arts Department
discusses curriculum
BY Luke
STAFF

T

Wilmes

he Fine Arts Department spent last
Wednesday
away
from
SLUH’s campus to discuss
their curriculum and goals
for the future. Retreating to
Jesuit Hall on Saint Louis
University’s campus, the department reflected on how
to integrate the arts into the
SLUH community.
The conference was
headed by Fine Arts Department chair Kevin McKernan.
“We took a day off of
classes to chat about what
we hope for and set our
goals as a department, as
well as get everyone on the
same page,” said McKernan. “We’re really in the
brainstorming stage of our
goals and we want to figure
out thoughtful, meaningful ways to expose students
to the arts considering 21st
century values.”
One of the department’s main goals is to integrate the arts into more
classes, not solely Fine Arts
electives.
“We want to engage students and make SLUH more
lively in terms of the arts,”
said McKernan.
Though much of the
meeting was about setting
future goals, a good amount
was spent on redefining current needs and objectives.

The Fine Arts Department
has lost several long-time
teachers in the past couple
of years, including theater
director Joe Schulte, chorus
teacher Joe Koestner, and art
teacher John Mueller. New
hires like art teacher Sean
Powers and choral director
Addie Akin have brought
new energy and ideas to the
department. McKernan and
band teacher Jeff Pottinger
themselves are in just their
fifth year at SLUH.
“There’s been a lot of
transitioning going on in
our department, and getting that check-in was very
helpful,” said McKernan. “I
think it was especially needed because our department
is so disparate, including visual, performing, and musical arts.”
Other members of the
department thought the
conference was a very good
way to revisit their goals.
“I found it to be very
productive,” said art teacher
Sean Powers. “We typically
only have an hour every
month due to late starts to
meet as a department. The
conference allowed us to us
to think long-term in the
middle of the school year.”
“The big future hope
is to be thoughtful with the
way in which we approach
the arts and how we get the
fine arts into the hands of
students,” said McKernan.
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Scott given new award in honor of David Jackson
BY Justin
STAFF

Koesterer

I

n memory of David Jackson, ’16, who died after
a tragic drowning accident
this past summer, the SLUH
football team retired his number and presented an honor
named after him. The David
Jackson Inspiration Award is
given to the football player
who best represents Jackson and his qualities on the
field. The SLUH football program awarded this honor last
Wednesday to senior running
back and defensive back Jared
Scott. Scott was extremely
pleased and honored to receive the award.
Scott played with Jackson
for two years: Scott’s freshman
year, when Scott swung varsity, and his sophomore season,
when he got to know Jackson
well.
“He always showed a
never-quit attitude. He always
worked hard. I specifically remember one play two years
ago,” said Scott. “We were in
the playoffs. I was at running
back, and he was out at receiver. I ran the ball and broke
through the line. He missed
his block, and as I ran up the
field, he was running alongside me, pumping his arms
and panting. I could hear him
saying to me, ‘I got you bro. I
got your blocks. Go score.’”
Scott mentioned that
Jackson showed great leadership skills on and off the
field. On the field, he brought
awareness and charisma. Off
the field, Scott remembered
Jackson mainly as a mentor to
the younger players like him,

BY Luke
STAFF
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t. Louis U. High hockey is
proving itself as a force to
be reckoned with this season,
especially after this past weekend. The Jr. Bills added three
impressive and short-staffed
wins in only four days, over
Lindbergh, Kirkwood, and
Oakville. Many of the players that play club hockey were
out of town for these games,
so the Jr. Bills had to reach
to the JV roster and bring up
some players to fill out the
roster. These players proved
the strength of the program
and helped preserve the undefeated record of 9-0.
“These three games
showed the depth of our
team,” said senior Steven
Pawlow. “Coach Behan really
emphasizes that every single
person on the team is important. People had to step up
and carry the torch.”
The busy weekend started with Lindbergh on Friday
night. Junior Dylan Bak started in net for the Jr. Bills. Despite controlling the puck in
the offensive zone for most of
the first period, SLUH struggled to find good chances,

Wilmes

T

Senior Jared Scott and Adam Cruz this fall.

a teacher and a student of the
game.
“Off the field, he gave me
words of wisdom, like who to
cover and where to play,” said
Scott. “He helped give me the
necessary tools I needed to
succeed. And I hope I can be
like him, also giving younger
players the necessary tools to
be successful.”
Scott hopes that when
people play SLUH, they can
see David Jackson as the
model of the SLUH football
program. He also noted that
the reason why they called it
the David Jackson Inspiration
Award was because he was an
inspiration to the coaches, the
players, and to the opposing
teams. He set an example for
the players and the coaches
behind him through his work
ethic and his leadership.
Scott’s own journey

through football started when
he was young. He picked up
the ball at eight years old and
has not mised a beat since.
Football means everything to
him because of the characteristics he’s built: grit, discipline,
determination, and leadership. He’s acquired friends
and achievements along the
way.
Scott hopes that the lesson taught to him by football
are lessons that will take him
far in life. Scott has spent
more than enough time
practicing and progressing
his game. He’s put in work
practicing every day with the
team, lifting and playing seven-on-seven tournaments in
the offseasons and practicing
every Thursday morning at 6
a.m, just to name a few.
Scott said that it’s important never to miss a day,
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and offered these words of
inspiration for younger players: “If you ever take a day
off, it’s a day wasted, because
all the other schools will be
practicing, preparing to give
SLUH the best that they have
because they want to beat
SLUH,” said Scott. “SLUH has
a target on its back because of
the quality our teams have.
Don’t take a day off, and always work hard.”
Teammates of Scott
agreed that he deserved to
win the award.
“Yeah, Jared’s a really
determined guy and a great
team player. He makes sure
everyone out there is getting
better, not just himself. He
does well inside the classroom
too. He’s just an awesome
guy,” said Austin Hannah.

Hockey takes home a triple of victories over a tough
weekend; JV players rise to challenge
BY Ben Dattilo and
Nathan Langhauser

Andrew Toussaint named
lacrosse head coach

and Lindbergh’s goalie stifled
the few good chances they did
get.
The scoring for the Jr.
Bills opened up when sophomore Jack Hazelton scored on
a rebound with 7:58 left in the
first.
Despite giving up a goal,
Lindbergh continued to frustrate the SLUH offense. However, SLUH’s defense countered with a show of their
own, keeping the Flyers without a shot until 2:28 left in the
period.
With 1:09 left in the first,
the Jr. Bills doubled their
lead when senior Kevin Einig
sauced a pass to senior Chip
Holmes across the net for an
easy tip in. Only 20 seconds
later, JV call-up junior Andrew Chabloz slotted a shot
from the blue line to make it
3-0 SLUH.
In the second period,
Lindbergh scored their only
goal, on a power play with
8:39 left through Bak’s fivehole.
Later in the period, Hazelton showed his size by laying a kid out near the SLUH
bench, which earned him a
ten-minute penalty with 4:25
left in the second. This time,
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though, the SLUH penelty
kill held strong. Pawlow and
junior Gabe Schwartz played
hot potato with the puck
after a steal, and Schwartz
slotted it home for a shorthanded goal, 4-1 Jr. Bills.
To finish the scoring on
the night, Einig and JV call
up freshman Gus Heithaus
scored only 24 seconds apart
in the third period to end the
game 6-1.
SLUH found success
through precision passing
and moving the puck across
the net to find open twine at
the far post.

“I think it’s the practices
and when we have a good
practice it’s easy to find each
other on the ice,” said Pawlow.
On Saturday, the Jr. Bills
faced off against Kirkwood at
Kirkwood; the Pioneers were
feeling confident after their
recent victories. Junior Brendan Rasch started in net for
SLUH, and both teams came
out with speed and hard hitting.
To silence some of Kirkwood’s smack talk, JV call-up
junior Nate Pawlow scored
halfway through the first, as-

continued on page 7

he St. Louis U. High varsity lacrosse team crowded into M217 after school on
the Monday before Thanksgiving break after receiving a
call to gather by head coach
Tyler Gilbert. The players
were shocked to hear that
Gilbert would be leaving the
program three months before
the 2018 season. On Tuesday,
the lacrosse board named
the new head coach: Andrew
Toussaint.
Gilbert’s departure left
the Athletic Department in a
bit of a crunch to find a new
coach, as the 2018 season
starts mid-February.
“It wasn’t an ideal situation for us because first of all,
he’s a good person and coach,”
said Athletic Director Chris
Muskopf. “Secondly, it left us
with less than desired time to
find a replacement. It left us
searching for coaches instead
of opening up the position
and letting the coaches come
to us.”
The Athletic Department
ended up choosing Andrew
Toussaint, husband of Spanish teacher Kate Toussaint, as
head coach for the 2018 la-

crosse season. Toussaint was
a candidate for the position
back in 2016 when then-head
coach Mark Seyer stepped
down. However, Toussaint
withdrew his application due
to circumstance, resulting in
Gilbert becoming head coach.
“Toussaint’s interest was
part of the conversation very
early as we looked at the options we had,” said Muskopf.
“He quickly rose to the top of
the list of people we wanted to
reach out to because of his familiarity with the school and
his previous interest.”
Despite their loss of a
head coach, the lacrosse program is very optimistic about
the upcoming season.
“I think our school and
department hopes to continue to put forth the notion that
results like wins, trophies, and
championships come from a
focus on the process and the
experiences created for the
players,” said Muskopf. “Toussaint is inheriting a powerful
program, and it’s figuring out
the recipe to continue that
success but also finding areas
for growth that will be his
challenge.”
Gilbert began as varsity
head coach in 2016, taking

continued on page 7

Racquetball wins Top Seed
Tournament; prepares with
intrasquad matches
BY Liam John
REPORTER

W

in, win, win. It was
another great week of
racquetball from the Jr. Bills:
a first place trophy in the Top
Seed Tournament, 100 points
ahead of the second place
team; two out of the three seed
titles at Top Seed; and shutouts for varsity 1 and JV1-1
facing the other SLUH teams
for their divisions.
The Top Seed tournament is an annual event that
the first three varsity 1 and 2
seeds play in against the other
varsity top three seeds.
No. 2 seed Matt Hayes
(Jr.) took first place at the Top
Seed tournament along with
senior Adam Hanson at No. 3.
Hayes swept through
his first two matches in two
games. In the finals, he took
on Mark Duffie from Parkway, whom he had lost to in
his first match of the season.
Hayes ended up winning in a
tiebreaker 15-13, 5-15, 11-5.
Hanson took the title
at No. 3 with ease. He gave
up only 18 points during the
whole tournament while scoring 90.
No.1 seed James Storgion (Sr.) lost to John Dowell
from Kirkwood, 15-8, 13-15,
4-11. But Storgion’s winning
the first game and getting two
points away from the win in
the second shows potential for
future matches between the
two competitors.

On Tuesday, the varsity
1 shut out varsity 2; varsity 1
ended up shutting them out
7-0.
The varsity 1 players shut
all the varsity 2 guys in two
games. Notably, Adam Hanson did not let up a point to
senior Alex Siampos.
“The matches went as
most predicted,” said senior
Ken Viehland. “I played Lieser, and I did a better job than
I expected to, even though he
still beat me.”
“It was a fun game to
play with friends,” said sophomore Andrew Porterfield who
played doubles with sophomore Nick Schulze.
A battle between the juniors and sophomores broke
out on Tuesday when the
SLUH JV1-1 took on SLUH
JV1-2 expecting an easy win,
but seeds 1 and 4 pressured
the JV 1-1 Jr. Bills to three
games rather than the two
games the JV 1-1 guys were
expecting. JV 1-1 still came
out on top, winning all five
matches.
No. 1 seed Collin Gund
took (Jr.) on sophomore Parker Hall. Gund ended up losing
the first game, but he came
back to win the match. The
score was 14-15, 15-8, 11-1.
No. 4 seed Ryan Juergens (Jr.) went to three games
against sophomore Kyle
McEnery, but he still came out
on top 15-10, 13-15, 11-6.

continued on page 7
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Rifle competes in first match of season

BY Nick Prainito
REPORTER

T

he St. Louis U. High rifle
teams began their season
in Gilman, Ill. last Saturday
with the varsity and JV rifle
teams winning their opening
matches. The varsity team,
hoping to return to the National Championship, shot
exceptionally well, and the JV
team also put up a strong performance.
According to head coach
Will Bresnahan, Saturday’s
match was important in helping the underclassmen improve.
“Other than gaining
match experience, this match
had no effect on future matches,” said Bresnahan.
Going into the first match
of the season, there was a lot
of build-up and excitement.
“The underclassmen performed wonderfully in their
first match. The first competition always brings up an in-

credible amount of nerves and
uncertainty and they handled
the match well,” said Bresnahan.
Freshman Nick Storer
shot a 432 out of 600 and came
in fourth for the JV match.
“Wonderful score for a
first time shooter,” said Bresnahan.
For the matches, each
competitor takes 20 shots in
three styles. With each shot
being worth up to ten points,
the competitor can receive up
to 600 total points on a single
match.
On the varsity side, returning juniors Jack Doyle,
Adam Stemmler, and Hayden
Steingruby put up strong
numbers. Doyle was second
overall in the match with
a 558/600. Steingruby and
Stemmler trailed only by a
couple of points.
Of course, room for improvement is always necessary
to reach the National Cham-

Lacrosse plays in MCC
preseason tournament
BY Luke
STAFF

Wilmes

A

s the St. Louis air began
to chill last Tuesday and
Wednesday, a tribal instinct
awoke in the souls and spirits
of many Jr. Bills as the St. Louis U. High lacrosse program
faced off in the preseason
MCC Lacrosse Tournament
against Chaminade, CBC, and
Vianney.
The MCC Tournament
has traditionally been held in
February, immediately following tryouts for many schools.
The switch from February to
November was mainly due to
the large number of preseason
games packed into the vital
beginning weeks of practice.
The lacrosse jamborees combined with the tournament
took too much time away
from teams that wanted those
extra practices.
Because of the influx of
players for SLUH and lack of
players on opposing benches,
SLUH agreed to play varsity
players the first half of the
games and JV/freshman players during the second halves.
Overall,
the
teams
thought having the tournament in the fall was beneficial.
“It was good to get out
there and start throwing
around and playing with the
team again,” said senior varsity midfielder Austin Hannah.
“I think we’re better than

everyone. I think we’re going to win state, so everyone
should come to our games,”
said senior varsity midfielder
Nick Floretta.
“We got an early look at
rival teams to see what we’ll
be up against this spring,
what we did well and what
we’ll have to work on,” said senior varsity defenseman Jake
Wilmsmeyer. “They’re doing
the exact same thing for us, so
we need to be ready for them.”
However, there were
some drawbacks to the tourney being so far in advance
and spread across all three
levels of SLUH lacrosse.
“The tournament was advertised like a glorified summer league,” said senior varsity midfielder Chris Swiecicki.
“We played JV and freshman teams the second halves
and the other teams didn’t,”
said Floretta. “We beat them
all in the first half but they
came back in the second.”
“For a lot of guys who
played last year and have
played in the past, we forgot
some things about the mental
game of lacrosse,” said Hannah.
The lacrosse team has
many challenges and tribulations ahead on its road to a
State title, and the MCC tournament was a good wake-up
call for the players.

Gilbert to stay with
team until departure for
Philadelphia
(continued from page 6)

the team to the state finals
where they fell to MICDS.
Last year, he brought the team
to the semifinals, where they
lost to MICDS again.
In November, Gilbert
was offered a full-time position as head lacrosse coach
and Assistant for Student
Activities at St. Joseph’s Prep
High School in his hometown
of Philadelphia. But because
his new job does not officially
start until January, Gilbert has
continued to work with the
team in the offseason, help-

ing to referee and coach during the MCC tournament last
week.
“Sometimes opportunities come along when you 
least expect them, and the position I’ve been afforded at St. 
Joseph’s Prep is the best situation for my family and me, so 
I simply couldn’t pass it up,”
said Gilbert.
“I’m very happy for him,”
said Muskopf. “It’s awesome
for him and his family to get
the opportunity to go home
where he knows a lot of people.”

pionship.
“Several people had issues during the matches with
specific positions and are
working to improve them
quickly before next match,”
said Bresnahan.
For varsity the next
match is in Bloomington, Ill.
this weekend. This tournament serves as an individual
qualifier for the National
Junior Olympics, and is the
second of 12 matches that
the varsity team participates
in this year. JV shoots next
Wednesday at SLUH, against
Washington High School.
“I’m really excited about
getting to compete with my
teammates,” said freshman
Bobby Rizzo, who will compete for the first time on
Wednesday. “I’m a little bit
worried about standing position because that is the hardest position for me.”
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Racquetball readies for league matches
(continued from page 6)

“My first game went
pretty well and I won pretty
soundly,” said Juergens. “Second game did not go so well
and Kyle played really well.
Going into the third, I could
control my shots a little more
and put the game away.”
“I really felt that we had
good chemistry and played
smart racquetball,” said junior
Jacob Nelson. Nelson played
with junior Liam John in doubles to win 15-6, 15-0 against
sophomore Jackson Haupt
and freshman Oliver Allen.
In the words of Viehland,
“It’s always a fun day when
SLUH plays SLUH!”
Both varsity and JV 1-1
proved they have what it
takes to face the other teams
throughout St. Louis this
week, between the Top Seed
Tournament and the league
games.

Junior Ryan Lieser on Tuesday.
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“I thought there was
some really great SLUH versus SLUH racquetball,” said
racquetball director and math
teacher Stephen Deves. “The
lower level guys were throwing some good matches at

some of the upper level guys,
and there was a lot of growth.”
Both teams take on De
Smet on next Tuesday, Dec. 12
at Vetta Concord at 3:30.

Hockey shuts out Oakville to retain undefeated record
(continued from page 6)

sisted by his brother Steven. To
assert some dominance, Einig
added to his point total, scoring just after the Pawlow goal
to double the SLUH lead, 2-0.
Kirkwood’s goalie kept
them close for most of the
game but could not keep Hazelton and JV call-up junior
Ian Carden from scoring to
give the Jr. Bills a comfortable
4-0 lead. Kirkwood scored a
consolation goal from the blue
line with a minute left in the
game, which ended 4-1 SLUH.
“It definitely was not easy.
They have a good team, and
served as a challenge for us.
Not many people were playing with their regular lines,
so it took some getting used
to,” said Einig. “However, we
have been in these games before, and it’s not all about who
is playing, but how we play. It
gave some guys that normally
don’t play a lot a chance, and
they really stepped up big for
us in getting the win.”
The swing players accounted for half of SLUH’s
scoring in the game.
“Our JV players did a
great job filling in. The normal
varsity players made them feel
at home and it was a really fun
game,” said head coach Jack
Behan. “It speaks volumes
about the depth of our program and the pride our players
have in representing SLUH.”
To close out the tough
stretch, the Jr. Bills played
Oakville on Monday evening

at Kennedy to a packed section of Oakville hockey fans.
Rasch started in net and put
on a show to start the game,
keeping the Jr. Bills in the
game until the offense found
some success.
“There was no doubt that
we didn’t have our legs after
such a tough weekend. We
just stayed within our structure and wore them down.
It must be noted that Brendan Rasch kept us in it until
we got going,” said Behan.
Despite finding some
good opportunities to score
in the first period, the Jr. Bills
could not find twine, being
shut out in the first period for
the first time this regular season. The only other first period shutout SLUH faced was in
the finals of the Top Hat Tournament, also against Oakville.
“We knew from the last
time we played them that
it was going to be a chippy
game, but we didn’t want it
to affect us. However, the first
period they got in our heads
a little, and we weren’t playing our game. During the intermission, our coach had to
really calm us down, telling
us not to worry about them,
but focus on ourselves,” said
Einig. “Once we got back to
our style, doing the simple
things and staying away from
the their dirty play, we were
able to quickly get one. The
excitement of that first (goal)
helped us to get right back
out there and get another.”

Einig created some offense with some craft moves
that led to senior Louie Perotti
being wide open across the
net. Perotti buried the puck
glove side to open the scoring
for SLUH.
Only 46 seconds later, after some slick puck movement
between Schwartz, junior
Henry Wagner, and senior
Jack Watcher on a three-onone break, Watcher punched
in an easy goal to double the
lead.
“They made the play getting it to me,” said Wachter.
“With those (passes) anyone could have scored.”
Lightning struck again
with about 9 minutes left in
the game, when Pawlow the
elder scored on a power play

for a 3-0 SLUH lead.
Less than 30 seconds
later, the Oakville goalie
punched Holmes in the middle of the play out of frustration, and three of Oakville’s
players ended up in the box
for a five on three power play
for SLUH. Wagner took advantage of the weakened Tiger
defense and scored the final
goal of the night to make it
4-0 Jr. Bills.
The Jr. Bills face off
against Vianney, whom they
defeated earlier in the season
6-0, tomorrow night at 6:45 at
the Affton Ice Rink.
“They are probably the
most physical team we have
played. We have to be able to
hit back,” said Pawlow.
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Underclassmen Briefs
JV Basketball
Northwest Tournament
Monday 12/4
SLUH		 36
Marquette		
48
Key Quote: “The team needed to
smile more, it looked like nobody was
having fun. I’m hoping we can more
joyful for the upcoming games.” -Eric
Tice
Tuesday 12/5
SLUH		 53
Eureka		 42
Wednesday 12/6
SLUH		 38
Rockwood Summit
25

C-Blue Basketball
Webster Groves Tournament
Saturday 12/2
SLUH		 33
Kirkwood		
50
C- White Basketball
Timberland/Liberty Tournament
Friday 12/1
SLUH		 28
CBC		39

JV-2 Racquetball
Tuesday 12/5
SLUH JV2-1		
1
SLUH JV2-2		
4
Individual Results:
Saadi def. Lodes 15-12, 15-7; Ferrari
def. Kramer 12-15, 15-10, 11-8; Gilmore def. Banker 15-11, 15-14; Hammel def. Michalski 5-15, 15-12, 11-4;
Johnson def. Mahn by forfeit.
-compiled by Alex Fox and Nathan Langhauser

Varsity Basketball

Jr. Bill varsity basketball kicked off its season in Blue Springs,
Mo. with victory over Wooddale (TENN.), 51-33. Sanders led the
team with 18 points, 12 for 12 on free throws.
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Jazz concert
SLUH’s jazz bands, along with
Lab Band, performed Tuesday
night in their annual Christmas
concert. Jazz III, Jazz II, Jazz I,
Jazz combos, and Lab Band
were all featured. Many of the
bands played Christmas tunes
featuring improvisational solos
from many musicians. Some
of the featured tunes were “It’s
Beginning To Look A Lot Like
Christmas,” which was performed by My Favorite Fink’s
combo, and “Go Tell It On The
Mountain,” which was performed by Jazz I.

game, including team captains
seniors Dominic Watkins and
Luke Wilmes, as well as genetics teacher Tim O’Keefe and his
family. The team sold 38 tickets, receiving five dollars back
for each ticket sold, resulting
in a total of $190 raised. The
team will use this money, along
with $120 raised from their
GoFundMe page, to help subsidize the cost of authentic Gaelic
Football jerseys.
Clock tower emails
Student Council Executive

hosted speakers Marsha Hussung and Paul Baudendistel
this past Thursday in the chorus
room, where they talked about
their perspectives and challenges with tuning musical instruments. Baudendistel, an AP
Physics teacher, talked about
the challenges of tuning from a
physics perspective, using visuals to represent the frequencies
of different musical notes and
the combination of notes. Hussung talked from a musician’s
perspective about the history of
tuning and how it has presented
challenges to musicians, specifically with the mentioning of

chapel to discuss their upcoming Senior Project. The meeting
marks the final time the seniors
will meet as a class before the
project. Led by campus ministers Simonie Anzalone and Brian Gilmore, the meeting started
with a prayer about the upcoming project, incorporating reflections from past seniors. After the prayer, the two outlined
the rules and guidelines of the
service project and then passed
out the reflection journals to
seniors. The campus ministers
concluded with a prayer.

Young Men’s Chorus
Senior Eric Schnelker, junior
Jimmy Wolfe, and freshman Albert Harrold sang in the Young
Men’s Chorus for the St. Louis
Children’s Choir (SLCC) this
past weekend at Powell Hall.
The performance was part of
their annual Christmas concert; they sang “Oba Se Je,” “The
Holly and Ivy,” and “Santa Claus
is Coming to Town.” Towards
the end of the performance, the
men’s chorus combined with
women and middle school children in SLCC to sing “Let There
Be Peace on Earth.”
Students for Life speaker
On
Monday,
the
Students for Life Club hosted
Brad
Baumgartner
from
#LIFESQUAD. Baumgartner
spoke about how important it
is for young men to stand for
life and become involved in
pro-life events. He encouraged
students to engage in discussion about abortion, because
he believes the pro-choice side
is winning due to the awkward
and touchy nature of abortion
discussion. Baumgartner promoted #LIFESQUAD events
like Christmas Gift wrapping
for 51 mothers who decided
not to have abortions because of
sidewalk protesters/volunteers
at Planned Parenthood, and the
St. Louis March to the Arch for
Life. For more information on
these events, please contact Dr.
Callon.
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Mass—Immaculate Conception
Adopt-a-Family
Lunch Special—Chicken Rings
Vegetarian—Garden Burger

Mass Schedule

Saturday, December 9
Father-Son Bowling
12:00PM Dance Dress Rehearsal
6:45PM V Hockey vs. Vianney
10:15PM JV Hockey @Vianney

Sunday, December 10

2:50PM B Hockey @ Parkway West
4:00PM Winter Concert—Theater		

Monday, December 11

Regular Schedule
Adopt-a-Family Wrapping
AP
Senior Graduation Orders
Snack—Mini Corn Dogs			
Lunch Special—Steak and Cheese
Vegetarian—Grilled Cheese
5:00PM C Basketball (White) vs. Belleville East
6:30PM B Basketball vs. Belleville East
Tuesday, December 12
Regular Schedule
Adopt-a-Family Wrapping
AP
Poetry Out Loud
Snack—Mini Taco
Lunch Special—Taco Bar
Vegetarian—Quesadilla
3:30PM V Racquetball vs. De Smet
JV1-1 Racquetball vs. De Smet
4:00PM C Basketball (Blue) vs. Trinity
5:30PM B Basketball vs. Trinity
7:00PM V Basketball vs. Trinity
Wednesday, December 13 Regular Schedule
8:15AM Advent Adoration
AP
Snack—Chicken Rings
Lunch Special—Spicy Chicken
Vegetarian—Black Bean Burger
5:00PM C/JV/V Wrestling vs. Pattonville and Priory
7:00PM Band/Orchestra Concert—Theater

Thursday, December 14

Jazz bands on Tuesday evening in the Schulte Theater

President Jack McGrail and
Senior Class President Jack Callahan, along with senior Kurt
Schumacher, have started an
email campaign this week to increase funding for the Class of
2018’s class gift, a clock tower.
Emails, which are sent out daily,
have been written by seniors
John Burke, Matt Rauschenbach, Ian Shocklee, and Schumacher, promoting the clock
tower as a symbol of time and
encouraging seniors to donate
$100 to the $20,000 they hope
to reach by the end of the semester. McGrail, who selected
Gaelic Football Blues Fund- the writers and organized the
raiser
email campaign, plans to conThroughout the first semes- tinue the campaign until the
ter, the SLUH Gaelic Football end of the semester.
team sold Blues tickets to the
Dec. 1 Blues game vs. the LA
Kings. Many SLUH students Fine Arts Fellowship
and teachers attended the The Fine Arts Fellowship club
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Advent confessions
Pythagorean’s comma and the This week, SLUH held its ancomplications it brings into the nual Advent confessions in the
picture.
Chapel. This event is put on by
the Campus Ministry departGender equality
ment, and Lenten confessions
SLUH4GE, SLUH for Gender are held yearly as well. SLUH’s
Equality, met Thursday during own Jesuits as well as visiting
activity period to discuss the priests come to confessions.
pervasiveness of sexual assault Each theology class spent one
cases in Hollywood and poli- class period in the chapel and
tics, on college campuses, and students had the opportunity
in American society in general. to attend confession as they
The group also discussed the wished. Numerous priests from
prevalence of improper lan- St. Louis University’s Jesuit Hall
guage and actions within the St. and other local parishes were
Louis U. High student body on brought in to help with the conthe topic, brainstorming ideas fessions. To prepare for confeson how to properly address this sions, students did an examitopic. Next week the group will nation of conscience in their
be praying and reflecting on the theology classes.
issue over morning prayer.
—compiled by Handley
Senior class meeting
Hicks, Jack Schweizer, James
The senior class met Tuesday Pollard, Nick Prainito, and Luke
during activity period in the Wilmes

Wrestling takes on Hillsboro Wednesday night

Regular Schedule
AP
Missouri Western State University
Snack—Pizza Stick
Lunch Special—Domino’s Pizza
Vegetarian—Grilled Cheese
4:30PM C Basketball (White) @ De Smet
4:45PM C Basketball (Blue) @ CBCHS
Friday, December 15
Regular Schedule
Adopt-a-Family Load and Deliver
AP
NHS Teacher Karaoke
Snack—Onion Rings
Lunch Special—Pasta Bar
Vegetarian—Olive Oil Pasta
4:00PM C Basketball (White) @ CBCHS
5:30PM B Basketball @ CBCHS
7:00PM V Basketball @ CBCHS
8:00PM V Hockey @ CBCHS
calendar | Liam John

Giving SLUHsday
The annual Giving SLUH day raised over
$40,000 dollars for the financial aid program—
almost double last year’s total which was
the previous highest total. The day of donations was a part of a national holiday for high
schools and nonprofits called “Giving Tuesday.”
Following Black Friday and Cyber Monday, the
goal of the day is to raise as much money as
possible in a 24-hour time period. SLUH continued the annual streak of succes, exceeding
their goal again for the third year in a row.

2017: over $40,000 (Goal: $18,961)

2016: $26,540 (Goal: $18,625)
2015: $22,475 (Goal: $9,201)
2014: $9,200
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Though defeated 72-12, the night was highlighted with the first varsity win for freshman Bobby Conroy.
“The kid’s tough, what can I say,” said head coach Rob Nahlik. “He brings a lot of well needed
energy to the room, and as for the rest of the team, we are still learning and I’m liking that we as
coaches are seeing what we teach in the room brought out to the mat.”
As the team moves ahead, they face their first quad meet of the season against Poplar Bluff,
Jackson, and Mehlville today at 5, and will wrestle Pattonville and Priory next Wednesday at 5 here
at SLUH before taking a break from matches until January.
-compiled by Richard Michalski

